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これも従来の本州北端の地名記載と同様である。



































































































































地図を中心として ‐ 」『法政大学文学部紀要』第 72 号
田中優子・川添裕・小秋元段・小林ふみ子・横山泰子（2013）：『江戸人の考えた日本の
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<ABSTRACT>
Representations of the Northern Regions in Maps 
Published in the Edo Period
 ― from Michinoku to Ezochi
KOMEIE  Shinobu
What was the image of the Tohoku district and Ezochi in early modern 
Japan? This paper discusses the images people of the Edo period had 
concerning the northern regions through maps by tracing images of this 
region in representative maps published during this time. 
First, the paper examines the characteristics of the northern region in 
the Gyoukizu, (the main map of Japan up to the early modern period) and 
then traces how these characteristics later changed with a focus on published 
maps. Next, the characteristics of this region as described in the Bunkokuzucho 
(an Edo period regional atlas) are examined. Lastly, the paper examines the 
features of the northern area in maps of Ezo that were common at the end of 
the Tokugawa Shogunate by discussing the views of commoners toward this 
region in the Edo period. 
The views of the nation-state of Yamato, which was in the centre, 
towards the Tohoku district and Ezochi on the frontier were regularly reflected 
in maps of Japan and old regional maps. These old images of the northern 
region continued via descriptions handed down through to early modern 
Japan. At the end of the Tokugawa period, threats from Russia necessitated a 
more detailed understanding of Ezochi, gradually resulting in a more accurate 
image of the northern area. To know the history of civilian maps in Japan is to 
experience the transition to modernity. 
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